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GLOBAL WELL-POSEDNESS OF THE NLS SYSTEM FOR INFINITELY
MANY FERMIONS
THOMAS CHEN, YOUNGHUN HONG, AND NATASˇA PAVLOVIC´
Abstract. In this paper, we study the mean field quantum fluctuation dynamics for
a system of infinitely many fermions with delta pair interactions in the vicinity of an
equilibrium solution (the Fermi sea) at zero temperature, in dimensions d “ 2, 3, and
prove global well-posedness of the corresponding Cauchy problem. Our work extends
some of the recent important results obtained by M. Lewin and J. Sabin in [33, 34], who
addressed this problem for more regular pair interactions.
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1. Introduction
There are two fundamental types of elementary particles in nature, bosons and fermions.
The dynamics of a system of N bosons in Rd interacting pairwise is described by solutions
Date: July 16, 2018.
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to the Schro¨dinger equation on L2pRNdq
iBtψN “ HNψN , ψN p0q “ ψN,0 (1.1)
where
HN “
Nÿ
j“1
p´∆xjq `
ÿ
1ďjăkďN
Upxj ´ xkq
is the N -particle Hamiltonian; the precise form of the pair interaction potential U depends
on the model at hand. Bosons satisfy Bose-Einstein statistics, that is, the bosonic wave
function ψN is completely symmetric under exchange of particle variables xj P R
d, i.e.,
ψN px1, . . . , xN q “ ψN pxσp1q, . . . , xσpNqq ,
for any permutation σ P SN (the N -th symmetric group). The simplest example of a
completely symmetric state is a factorized state
ψpx1, . . . , xN q “
Nź
j“1
φpxiq .
It describes a configuration where all bosons are in the same quantum mechanical state φ.
This situation prominently occurs in Bose-Einstein condensation, a topic in mathematical
research that has been extremely actively investigated in recent years, [2, 37]. For a bosonic
system with mean field scaling Upxq “ 1
N
V pxq, it can be proven rigorously (for V sufficiently
regular) that in the limit N Ñ8, the mean field dynamics is characterized by a factorized
state where φ satisfies a nonlinear Hartree equation,
iBtφ “ ´∆φ` pV ˚ |φ|
2qφ.
If V “ VN depends on N and tends, in a suitable manner, to a delta distribution δ as
N Ñ 8, it can be proven that the mean field dynamics is determined by a nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation,
iBtφ “ ´∆φ` |φ|
2φ,
see [13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 24, 26, 29, 32, 31, 40] and the references therein, and [41] for a
survey.
In this paper, we will study the mean field dynamics of a system of infinitely many
fermions, and are particularly interested in the situation where the pair interaction between
particles are described by a delta potential. Fermions satisfy Fermi-Dirac statistics; while
their dynamics is determined by a Schro¨dinger equation of the same form as (1.1), the wave
function ψN is completely antisymmetric under exchange of particle variables,
ψN px1, . . . , xN q “ p´1q
signpσqψpxσp1q, . . . , xσpNqq
for any permutation σ P SN . The simplest example of such a state is a Slater determinant
ψpx1, . . . , xN q “ det
”
uipxjq
ıN
i,j“1
.
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As a consequence of the antisymmetry, no two fermions can be in same quantum state uj ,
otherwise ψN vanishes; in fact, tuju can generally be chosen to be an orthonormal family
in L2pRdq. This is the Pauli exclusion principle.
The ground state for a system of N non-interacting fermions on the unit torus Td with
kinetic energy operator
ř
jp´∆xjq has the following simple form. In frequency space,´
ψN ,
ÿ
j
p´∆xjqψN
¯
“
ÿ
piPZd,i“1,...,N
´ Nÿ
j“1
p2j
¯
|xψN pp1, . . . , pN q|2 .
Therefore, it is easy to see that the lowest energy configuration is given by xψN “ŹiPFN δi
where FN Ă Z
d is the subset of the N distinct lattice points closest to the origin, and δi is
the Kronecker delta at i P Zd. Clearly, the set FN is an approximate ball BRN p0q X Z
d of
radius RN „ N
1{d, and it is referred to as the Fermi sea.
In this paper, we study the mean field quantum fluctuation dynamics for a system of
infinitely many fermions with delta pair interactions in the vicinity of the Fermi sea at
zero temperature, in dimensions d “ 2, 3, and prove global well-posedness of the Cauchy
problem. Our work extends some recent important results obtained by M. Lewin and J.
Sabin, [33, 34], who address this problem for more regular pair interactions.
To describe the problem in more detail, we first consider a finite system of N fermions
with mean field interactions involving a pair potential w. This system is described by N
coupled Hartree equations$’’&’’%
iBtu1 “ p´∆`w ˚ ρqu1 , u1pt “ 0q “ u1,0
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
iBtuN “ p´∆`w ˚ ρquN , uN pt “ 0q “ uN,0
(1.2)
where ρ is the total density of particles
ρpt, xq “
Nÿ
j“1
|ujpt, xq|
2 (1.3)
and w is the interaction potential. To account for the Pauli principle, the family tuj,0u
N
j“1
is assumed to be orthonormal, and it can be shown that tuju
N
j“1 remains orthonormal for
t ą 0, as long as the Cauchy problem is well-posed in an appropriate space of solutions.
Systems similar to (1.2), but with a finite expected particle number
ş
ρdx as N Ñ 8,
have been analyzed extensively in the literature, see for instance [1, 8, 9, 10, 12, 43].
Those systems describe a dilute gas with normalized density ρpt, xq “ 1
N
řN
j“1 |ujpt, xq|
2
(or ρpt, xq “
ř8
j“1 λj |ujpt, xq|
2 with λj ą 0 and
ř
λj “ 1) such that in the limit as N Ñ8,
γ is trace class. They can be derived rigorously from a combined mean field and semi-
classical limit from a quantum system of interacting fermions; see [4, 3, 18, 25, 5, 38] and
the references therein. In this limit, the exchange term is of a lower order of magnitude in
powers of 1
N
than the main interaction term, therefore it does not appear in this analysis.
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Corresponding to (1.2), one can introduce the one particle density matrix
γN ptq “
Nÿ
j“1
|ujptqyxujptq|, (1.4)
which is the rank-N orthogonal projection onto the span of the orthonormal family tujptqu
N
j“1.
Then the system (1.2) can be written in the density matrix form
iBtγN “ r´∆, γN s ` rw ˚ ργN , γN s (1.5)
γN pt “ 0q “
Nÿ
j“1
|uj,0yxuj,0|, (1.6)
with density
ργN pt, xq “ γN pt, x, xq . (1.7)
Orthonormality of the family tuju
N
j“1 implies that 0 ď γ ď 1.
For the system (1.2) - (1.3), respectively (1.5) - (1.7), the expected particle number
ş
ρNdx
diverges in the limit N Ñ 8, hence the one-particle density matrix γ “
ř8
j“1 |ujyxuj| fails
to be of trace class (but has bounded operator norm). The analysis of the dynamics of the
fermion gas in this case becomes much more difficult. Lewin and Sabin, in [33, 34], were
the first authors to address the behavior of (1.2) in this situation. The main problem is to
properly give meaning to, and to understand solutions to the evolution equation
iBtγ “ r´∆, γs ` rw ˚ ργ , γs (1.8)
γpt “ 0q “ γ0, (1.9)
with ργpt, xq “ γpt, x, xq, where γ0 is not of trace class. To be consistent with the fact
that the system models the behavior of infinitely many fermions, the Pauli principle is
incorporated by requiring that 0 ď γp0q ď 1, thus γ has a bounded operator norm (among
other properties). We note that the exchange term is in this situation again of lower order,
and is therefore omitted.
In [33, 34], Lewin and Sabin study the dynamics of trace class perturbations Q :“ γ´ γf
around a non-trace class reference state γf . The latter is chosen to corresponds to the Fermi
sea of the non-interacting system. For inverse temperature β ą 0 and chemical potential
µ ą 0, γf is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution
γf px, yq “
ż
Rd
eippx´yq
eβpp
2´µq ` 1
dp “
´ 1
eβp´∆´µq ` 1
¯
px, yq . (1.10)
while in the zero temperature limit,
γf “ Π
´
µ “ 1p´∆ďµq . (1.11)
Lewin and Sabin prove that the Cauchy problem for Q is globally well-posed in a suitable
subspace of the space of trace class operators, provided that the pair interaction w is
sufficiently regular.
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In the work at hand, we extend the results of [33, 34] to the most singular case w “ δ,
so that the potential term becomes δ ˚ ρ “ ρ. The finite N analogue to (1.2) is the system
of coupled NLS equations,$’’&’’%
iBtu1 “ p´∆` ρqu1 , u1pt “ 0q “ u1,0
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
iBtuN “ p´∆` ρquN , uN pt “ 0q “ uN,0
(1.12)
where
ρpt, xq “
Nÿ
j“1
|ujpt, xq|
2. (1.13)
The family tuju
N
j“1 remains orthonormal for t ą 0, as long as (1.12) is well-posed.
To study the system in the limit N Ñ8, we employ the density matrix formalism as in
[33, 34], and consider (1.8) with w Ñ δ,
iBtγ “ r´∆, γs ` rρ, γs (1.14)
γpt “ 0q “ γ0. (1.15)
Again, the Pauli principle requires that 0 ď γ0 ď 1. For simplicity, we consider a reference
state γf that corresponds to the Fermi sea of the non-interacting system at zero temperature,
and chemical potential µ ą 0,
γf “ Π
´
µ “ 1p´∆ďµq . (1.16)
We study perturbations
Q “ γ ´Π´µ , (1.17)
in an appropriate space of solutions, and establish global well-posedness for the Cauchy
problem
iBtQ “ r´∆` ρQ,Π
´
µ `Qs , Qp0q “ Q0 (1.18)
in two and three dimensions. As a crucial new ingredient that allow us to extend the work
of Lewin-Sabin [33] to the much more singular case of the delta function potential, we es-
tablish new Strichartz estimates for density functions and density matrices in Section 3.
We remark that Lewin and Sabin used Strichartz-type estimates that they established in
[33] in the case of positive temperature, but not in the zero temperature situation.
2. Statement of the main result
In this section, we first introduce some notation and relevant operator spaces. Then, we
present the main results and describe the strategy of the proof.
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2.1. Notation. For simplicity of exposition, we assume that the chemical potential has the
value µ “ 1.
We will denote by Sp the Schatten spaces
}Q}Sp :“
´
Tr|Q|p
¯1{p
(2.1)
for p ě 1. We define the Banach space X by the collection of self-adjoint operators on L2,
equipped with the norm
}Q}X “ }Q}Op `
ÿ
˘
}|∆` 1|
1
2Q˘˘|∆ ` 1|
1
2 }S1 , (2.2)
where Q˘˘ “ Π˘1 QΠ
˘
1 , Π
´
1 “ 1p´∆ď1q and Π
`
1 “ 1p´∆ą1q.
For an operator Q P X , we denote
Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ :“
ÿ
˘
Tr|∆` 1|
1
2Q˘˘|∆` 1|
1
2 , (2.3)
and we call it the relative kinetic energy from the reference state Π´1 . We note that for a
finite-rank smooth operator Q,
Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ “ Trp´∆´ 1qQ.
For an operator Q P X , the relative kinetic energy can be expressed as the limit of Trp´∆´
1qQn as n Ñ 8, where tQnu
8
n“1 is a sequence of finite-rank smooth operators such that
Qn Ñ Q in X as nÑ8 (see Lemma 3.2 in [21]).
The space of initial data. We define the relative energy space, which will contain the
initial data for our main global well-posedness result, as the collection of perturbations
having finite operator norm and relative kinetic energy,
K :“
!
Q “ γ ´Π´ P X : 0 ď γ ď 1
)
. (2.4)
For an operator Q P K, we define the relative energy of the NLS system by
EpQq :“ Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ`
1
2
ż
Rd
pρQq
2dx. (2.5)
Remark 2.1. We note that if Q P K, the relative kinetic energy is positive definite, and is
well-defined (see Lemma A.1).
Remark 2.2. In this article, we restrict ourselves to two and three-dimensions, since oth-
erwise, the relative energy is not well-defined in the relative energy space K, because the
potential energy is not bounded by the relative kinetic energy in other dimensions. Indeed,
in the proof of Lemma A.1, the use of the Lieb-Thirring inequality (5.5) fails when d “ 1,
and the use of the generalized Sobolev inequality (5.6) fails when d ě 4.
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The solution space. The solution to the NLS system (1.18) that we obtain in this paper
belongs to the space Y1 which is defined as follows. Given I Ă R, we define the Banach
space YαpIq of solutions by
}Q}YαpIq :“ }Q}CtpI;Opq ` }Π
`
2 Q}SαpIq ` }ρQ}L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´ηq
Ş
L8t pI;L
2q
, (2.6)
where SαpIq is a Strichartz space of operator kernels with α derivatives; its precise definition
is given in (3.9), below. Moreover, η “ ηpd, αq ě 0 is either small or zero, depending on d
and α, and is defined in (5.3).
2.2. The main result and a description of the proof. We now state our main theorem.
Theorem 2.3 (Global well-posedness). Let d “ 2, 3. For initial data Q0 P K, there exist
arbitrarily large T´, T` ą 0 and a unique global solution Q P Y1pp´T´, T`qq to the system
(1.18). Moreover, Qptq P K and the relative energy is conserved, i.e.,
EpQptqq “ EpQ0q for all t P R.
Our approach to proving Theorem 2.3 is motivated by the strategy that Lewin and Sabin
used in [33]. However, in order to implement it in the case of the singular δ potential
considered in our paper, we introduce new Strichartz estimates for density functions, and
consequently need to employ different intermediate solutions spaces for our analysis. Similar
arguments are used for the proof of energy conservation for solutions to dispersive nonlinear
PDE in the energy space, see e.g. [11].
We will now summarize the key steps in our construction.
Step 1: In Section 5 we prove local well-posedness of the NLS system (1.18) in a space
containing K.
More precisely, we define the Banach space of initial data, Xα, for α ě 1, by
}Q}Xα :“ }Q}Op ` }Π
`
2 Q}Hα , (2.7)
where Hα is the Hilbert-Schmidt type Sobolev space defined as follows:
}Q}Hα :“ }x∇y
αQx∇yα}S2 “ }x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αQpx, x1q}L2xL2x1
. (2.8)
We note that
K Ă Xα (2.9)
for any α ě 1.
Then our local well-posedness results can be stated as follows:
Theorem 2.4 (Local well-posedness). Let d “ 2, 3 and α ě 1. Given initial data Q0 P
Xα XK, there exists an interval I and a unique solution Q P YαpIq to the equation (1.18).
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Crucial ingredients in the proof of this local well-posedness result are new Strichartz
estimates for the density function ρ which we prove in Section 3 and in Proposition 5.1.
Step 2: In Section 6, we prove that the solutions constructed in Theorem 2.4 preserve
the relative energy. More precisely, we prove the following:
Theorem 2.5 (Conservation of the relative energy). Let d “ 2, 3. Let Qptq P Y1pIq be
the solution to the equation (1.18) with initial data Q0 P K (constructed in Theorem 2.4).
Then,
EpQptqq “ EpQ0q, @t P I. (2.10)
The proof of Theorem 2.5 can be summarized as follows:
(1) To begin with, we approximate the initial data Q0 P K by a sequence Q
pnq P H2 of
very regular kernels, where
}Qpnq}H2 :“ }x∇y
2Qpnqx∇y2}S1 . (2.11)
(2) The local well-posedness for such regular solutions is established in Section 4. For
the precise statement see Theorem 4.2, which gives the existence of a unique solution
Q P CtpI;H
2q to the equation (1.18) for initial data Q0 P H
2.
(3) Owing to their H2 regularity, energy conservation for such solutions can be proved
in a straightforward manner, see Section 4. Hence, one obtains that every Qptq P
CtpI;H
2q which is a solution to the equation (1.18) for initial data Q0,
EpQptqq “ EpQ0q, @t P I (2.12)
is satisfied. This is formulated precisely in Proposition 4.3.
(4) The last step in the proof of Theorem 2.5, which is carried out in Section 6, consists
of showing that
EpQptqq ď lim inf
nÑ8
EpQpnqptqq “ lim inf
nÑ8
EpQpnqp0qq “ EpQ0q. (2.13)
Repeating the same argument backwards in time, we obtain EpQ0q ď EpQptqq. Thus,
we conclude that EpQ0q “ EpQptqq.
Step 3: Finally, in Section 7 we conclude the proof of Theorem 2.3 by showing that the
local solution constructed in Theorem 2.4, which satisfies conservation of relative energy,
can be extended for all times.
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3. Strichartz estimates
In this section, we present the main tools to prove local well-posedness of the NLS system
(1.18) are new Strichartz estimates for operator kernels and for density functions. The
latter are obtained in this paper using space-time Fourier transform techniques, which were
instrumental in obtaining bilinear Strichartz estimates in the context of dispersive [6, 7]
and wave [30] equations, and more recently, in the context of the Gross-Pitaevskii hierarchy
[31, 15, 42] (which is an infinite hierarchy of coupled linear PDEs that describes the dynamics
of infinitely many bosons; it appears in the derivation of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
from quantum many body systems).
We note that recently, in [22], Frank, Lewin, Lieb and Seiringer established Strichartz
estimates for density functions of the form
}ρeit∆γ0e´it∆}Lpt pR;Lqq À }γ0}S
2q
q`1
, (3.1)
where p, q, d ě 1, 1 ď q ď d`2
d
and 2
p
` d
q
“ d. In particular, when γ0 “
řN
j“1 |φjyxφj| is a
projection operator with an orthonormal set tφju
N
j“1 in L
2, the inequality (3.1) can be read
as ››› Nÿ
j“1
|eit∆φj |
2
›››
L
p
t pR;L
qq
À N
q`1
2q . (3.2)
An important feature of (3.2) is that it improves summability compared to the trivial
consequence of Strichartz estimates for the Schro¨dinger flow eit∆,››› Nÿ
j“1
|eit∆φj|
2
›››
L
p
t pR;L
qq
ď
Nÿ
j“1
}eit∆φj}
2
L
2p
t pR;L
2qq
À
Nÿ
j“1
}φj}
2
L2x
“ N. (3.3)
Indeed, the exponent q`1
2q
on the right hand side of (3.2) is strictly less than one unless
q “ 1. In this sense, the Strichartz inequality (3.1) is a generalization of the kinetic energy
inequality ż
Rd
! Nÿ
j“1
|φjpxq|
2
)1` 2
d
dx À
ż
Rd
Nÿ
j“1
|∇φjpxq|
2dx, (3.4)
which is dual to the famous Lieb-Thirring inequality [35, 36]. Later, in [23], Frank and
Sabin extended (3.1) to the optimal range of q, that is, 1 ď q ă d`1
d´1 . In [33, 34], Lewin
and Sabin employed these Strichartz estimates in their study on the Hartree equation for
infinitely many fermions.
In this section, we introduce a different kind of Strichartz estimates for density functions
of the form
}|∇|
1
2ρeit∆γ0e´it∆}L2t pR;Hα1 q À }x∇y
αγ0x∇y
α}S2 (3.5)
(see Theorem 3.3). We remark that compared to the Strichartz estimates (3.1), there is
more gain in summability, equivalently a larger Schatten exponent (2 ą 2q
q`1) on the right
hand side, assuming more regularity on operators. Moreover, there is an improvement in
regularity on the density function ρeit∆γ0e´it∆ . Indeed, α1 `
1
2
ą α in Theorem 3.3. This
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fact will play a crucial role in proving our main theorem (see Lemma 5.4). The proof of
Strichartz estimates (3.5) is based on the space-time Fourier transform, and is inspired by
the proof of bilinear Strichartz estimates in Klainerman and Machedon [30, 31], Bourgain
[6, 7] , Chen and Pavlovic´ [15] and Xie [42].
Another new ingredient in this article is Strichartz estimates for operator kernels (see
Theorem 3.1), which enjoy the smoothing property of the Schro¨dinger flow eit∆γ0e
´it∆ from
the Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Although they are quite natural for dispersive equations in
the Heisenberg picture, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is the first time that this
kind of Strichartz estimates appear in the literature.
3.1. Strichartz estimates for operator kernels. For α ě 0, we define the Hilbert-
Schmidt Sobolev space Hα by the collection of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, which are not
necessarily self-adjoint, with the norm
}γ0}Hα :“ }x∇y
αγ0x∇y
α}S2 “ }x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αγ0px, x
1q}L2xL2x1
, (3.6)
where γ0px, x
1q is the integral kernel of γ0, i.e.,
pγ0gqpxq “
ż
Rd
γ0px, x
1qgpx1qdx1. (3.7)
We say that an exponent pair pq, rq is admissible if 2 ď q, r ď 8, pq, r, dq ‰ p2,8, 2q and
2
q
`
d
r
“
d
2
. (3.8)
For a time-dependent operator γptq on an interval I Ă R, we define its Strichartz norm by
}γptq}SαpIq :“ sup
pq,rq: admissible
!
}x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αγpt, x, x1q}Lqt pI;LrxL2x1q
` }x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αγpt, x, x1q}Lqt pI;Lrx1L
2
xq
)
.
(3.9)
It is obvious that SαpIq ãÑ L8t pI;H
αq.
We identify the operator eit∆γ0e
´it∆ with its integral kernel
peit∆γ0e
´it∆qpx, x1q “ peitp∆x´∆x1qγ0qpx, x
1q. (3.10)
Then, as a function, the dispersive estimate for the linear propagator, one of whose spatial
variables is frozen, yields the following Strichartz estimates.
Theorem 3.1 (Strichartz estimates for operator kernels). Let I Ă R. Then, we have
}eit∆γ0e
´it∆}SαpRq À }γ0}Hα ,››› ż t
0
eipt´sq∆Rpsqe´ipt´sq∆ds
›››
SαpRq
À }Rptq}L1t pR;Hαq.
(3.11)
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Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show that
}eitp∆x´∆x1qγ0}Lqt pR;LrxL2x1q
À }γ0}L2xL2x1
,››› ż t
0
eipt´sqp∆x´∆x1qRpsqds
›››
L
q
t pR;L
r
xL
2
x1
q
À }Rptq}L1t pR;L2xL2x1q
.
(3.12)
We denote by LppL2q the collection of single variable Lp-functions fpx, ¨q : Rd Ñ L2, which
is identified with the collection of two spatial variable LpxL2x1-functions. It is obvious that
by unitarity,
}eitp∆x´∆x1qγ0}L2pL2q “ }e
itp∆x´∆x1qγ0}L2xL2x1
“ }γ0}L2xL2x1
“ }γ0}L2pL2q. (3.13)
On the other hand, by unitarity of the linear propagator e´it∆x1 , the dispersive estimate
}eit∆x}L1xÑL8x À |t|
´d{2 and the Minkowski inequality, we get
}eitp∆x´∆x1qγ0}L8pL2q “ }e
itp∆x´∆x1qγ0}L8x L2x1
“ }eit∆xγ0}L8x L2x1
ď }eit∆xγ0}L2
x1
L8x
À |t|´d{2}γ0}L2
x1
L1x
ď |t|´d{2}γ0}L1xL2x1
“ |t|´d{2}γ0}L1pL2q.
(3.14)
Then, (3.12) follows from the abstract version of Strichartz estimates (Theorem 10.1 in Keel
and Tao [27]) with B0 “ L
2pL2q, B˚1 “ L
8pL2q, H “ L2pL2q and σ “ d
2
. 
Remark 3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on the fact that an operator γ in S2 can be
identified with its kernel γpx, x1q as a function in L2xL
2
x1. An interesting open question is to
derive similar Strichartz estimates for operators in different Schatten classes.
3.2. Strichartz estimates for density functions. Next, we establish the Strichartz es-
timates for density functions ρeit∆γ0e´it∆.
Theorem 3.3 (Strichartz estimates for density functions). Suppose that#
α ě 0 when d “ 1,
α ą d´1
4
when d ě 2,
(3.15)
and $’’’’’&’’’’’%
α1 “ α when d “ 1,
α1 “ 2α´
d´1
2
when d ě 2 and d´1
4
ă α ă d´1
2
,
α1 ă
d´1
2
when d ě 2 and α “ d´1
2
,
α1 “ α when d ě 2 and α ą
d´1
2
.
(3.16)
piq (Homogeneous Strichartz estimate)
}|∇|
1
2ρeit∆γ0e´it∆}L2t pR;Hα1 q À }γ0}H
α . (3.17)
piiq (Inhomogeneous Strichartz estimate)›››|∇| 12ρ” ż t
0
eipt´sq∆Rpsqe´ipt´sq∆ds
ı›››
L2t pR;H
α1 q
À }Rptq}L1t pR;Hαq. (3.18)
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Proof. piq: We prove piq by duality. The advantage of considering a dual inequality is that
one can prove optimality with a small modification (see Proposition 3.4 and its proof).
We write the space-time Fourier transform of ρeit∆γ0e´it∆,
pρeit∆γ0e´it∆q
„pτ, ξq “ Ft,x
! 1
p2πq2d
ż
R2d
e´itp|ξ1|
2´|ξ2|2qγˆ0pξ1, ξ2qe
ix¨pξ1`ξ2qdξ1dξ2
)
“ Ft
! 1
p2πqd
ż
R2d
e´itp|ξ1|
2´|ξ2|2qγˆ0pξ1, ξ2qδpξ ´ ξ1 ´ ξ2qdξ1dξ2
)
“ Ft
! 1
p2πqd
ż
Rd
e´itp|ξ1|
2´|ξ´ξ1|2qγˆ0pξ1, ξ ´ ξ1qdξ1
)
“
1
p2πqd´1
ż
Rd
δpτ ` |ξ1|
2 ´ |ξ ´ ξ1|
2qγˆ0pξ1, ξ ´ ξ1qdξ1.
(3.19)
Then, by the Plancherel theorem,ż
Rd`1
px∇yα1|∇|
1
2ρeit∆γ0e´it∆qpxqV pt, xqdxdt
“
ż
Rd`1
`
x∇yα1 |∇|
1
2 ρeit∆γ0e´it∆
˘„
pτ, ξqV˜ pτ, ξqdξdτ
“
1
p2πqd´1
ż
R2d`1
xξyα1 |ξ|
1
2 δpτ ` |ξ1|
2 ´ |ξ ´ ξ1|
2qγˆ0pξ1, ξ ´ ξ1qV˜ pτ, ξqdξ1dξdτ
“
1
p2πqd´1
ż
R2d
xξyα1 |ξ|
1
2 γˆ0pξ1, ξ ´ ξ1qV˜ p´|ξ1|2 ` |ξ ´ ξ1|2, ξqdξ1dξ,
(3.20)
where τ is integrated out in the last identity. Therefore, by duality, (3.17) is equivalent to
the inequality ›››xξyα1|ξ| 12 V˜ p´|ξ1|2 ` |ξ ´ ξ1|2, ξq
xξ1yαxξ ´ ξ1yα
›››
L2
ξ,ξ1
À }V }L2
tPRL
2
x
. (3.21)
We consider the square of the left hand side of (3.21),
I “
ż
Rd
!ż
Rd
xξy2α1 |ξ||V˜ p´2ξ ¨ ξ1 ` |ξ|
2, ξq|2
xξ1y2αxξ ´ ξ1y2α
dξ1
)
dξ. (3.22)
In the one-dimensional case, we assume that α1 “ α. Then,
xξy2α
xξ1y2αxξ´ξ1y2α
is bounded, since
either |ξ1| or |ξ´ξ1| is greater than or equal to
|ξ|
2
. Thus, changing variables τ “ ´2ξξ1`ξ
2,
we get
I À
ż
R
! ż
R
|ξ||V˜ p´2ξξ1 ` ξ
2, ξq|2dξ1
)
dξ
“
1
2
ż
R2
|V˜ pτ, ξq|2dτdξ “
1
2
}V }2
L2
tPRL
2
x
.
(3.23)
Suppose that d ě 2. Given ξ P Rd, we introduce new variables q “ qpξq “ pq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qdq P R
d
such that ξ1 “ q1e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qded, where teju
d
j“1 is an orthonormal basis in R
d with e1 “
ξ
|ξ| .
Then, changing variables by ξ1 ÞÑ q, we write
I “
ż
R2d´1
! ż
R
xξy2α1 |ξ||V˜ p´2|ξ|q1 ` |ξ|
2, ξq|2
xqy2αxpq1 ´ |ξ|, q1qy2α
dq1
)
dq1dξ, (3.24)
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where q1 “ pq2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qdq is a vector in R
d´1. Next, we change variables τ “ ´2|ξ|q1 ` |ξ|
2,
and denote q˚1 “ q1pτ, ξq “ ´
τ´|ξ|2
2|ξ| . Then,
I “
ż
R2d´1
!ż
R
xξy2α1 |V˜ pτ, ξq|2
2xpq˚1 , q
1qy2αxpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qy2α
dτ
)
dq1dξ
“
ż
Rd`1
! ż
Rd´1
xξy2α1dq1
2xpq˚1 , q
1qy2αxpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qy2α
)
|V˜ pτ, ξq|2dξdτ.
(3.25)
Thus, in order to prove (3.21), it suffices to show that the integral t¨ ¨ ¨ u on the second line
of (3.25) is bounded uniformly in τ and ξ.
Suppose that |q˚1 | ď
|ξ|
2
pñ |q˚1 ´ |ξ|| ě
|ξ|
2
q. Then,ż
|q1|ď2|ξ|
xξy2α1dq1
2xpq˚1 , q
1qy2αxpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qy2α
ď
ż
|q1|ď2|ξ|
xξy2α1dq1
2xq1y2αxq˚1 ´ |ξ|y
2α
ď
ż
|q1|ď2|ξ|
xξy2α1
xq1y2αxξy2α
dq1 “
ż
|q1|ď2|ξ|
xξy2α1´2α
xq1y2α
dq1
À
$’’&’’%
xξy2α1´4α`pd´1q when α ă d´1
2
,
xξy2α1´pd´1qxln |ξ|y when α “ d´1
2
,
xξy2α1´2α when α ą d´1
2
.
(3.26)
On the other hand, if |q˚1 | ě
|ξ|
2
, thenż
|q1|ď2|ξ|
xξy2α1dq1
2xpq˚1 , q
1qy2αxpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qy2α
ď
ż
|q1|ď2|ξ|
xξy2α1dq1
2xq˚1 y
2αxq1y2α
ď
ż
|q1|ď2|ξ|
xξy2α1
xξy2αxq1y2α
dq1 “
ż
|q1|ď2|ξ|
xξy2α1´2α
xq1y2α
dq1
À
$’’&’’%
xξy2α1´4α`pd´1q when α ă d´1
2
,
xξy2α1´pd´1qxln |ξ|y when α “ d´1
2
,
xξy2α1´2α when α ą d´1
2
.
(3.27)
For (3.26), (3.27) to be uniformly bounded in τ and ξ, the exponent α1 in (3.16) must be
chosen so that $’’&’’%
2α1 ´ 4α ` pd´ 1q “ 0 when α ă
d´1
2
,
2α1 ´ pd´ 1q ă 0 when α “
d´1
2
,
2α1 ´ 2α “ 0 when α ą
d´1
2
.
(3.28)
It remains to estimate the integral t¨ ¨ ¨ u in (3.25) whose integral domain is restricted to
tq1 P Rd´1 : |q1| ě 2|ξ|u. Now, using that both |pq˚1 , q
1q| and |pq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1q| are greater than
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equal to |q1|, we prove thatż
|q1|ě2|ξ|
xξy2α1dq1
2xpq˚1 , q
1qy2αxpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qy2α
ď
ż
|q1|ě2|ξ|
xξy2α1
2xq1y4α
dq1 À xξy2α1´4α`pd´1q, (3.29)
where in the second inequality, we used the assumption α ą d´1
4
. Furthermore, for all of
the cases in (3.28), we have that the exponent on the r.h.s. in (3.29) satisfies
2α1 ´ 4α` pd´ 1q ď 0 (3.30)
if concurrently, α ą d´1
4
holds. Therefore, we conclude that the above integrals, (3.26),
(3.27) and (3.29), are bounded uniformly in τ and ξ.
This establishes (3.21) which is equivalent to (3.17).
piiq: By the Minkowski inequality and piq, we prove that›››|∇| 12ρ” ż t
0
eipt´sq∆Rpsqe´ipt´sq∆ds
ı›››
L2t pR;H
α1 q
ď
ż
R
}|∇|
1
2ρeit∆pe´is∆Rpsqeis∆qe´it∆}L2t pRt;Hα1 qds
À
ż
R
}e´is∆Rpsqeis∆}Hαds “
ż
R
}Rpsq}Hαds “ }Rptq}L1t pR;Hαq.
(3.31)
This completes the proof. 
Now, we may prove optimality of the homogeneous Strichartz estimate (Theorem 3.3 piq).
Precisely, we will show that (3.17) fails in the case d ě 2 and α “ d´1
4
, or the case d ě 2
and α “ α1 “
d´1
4
. Even more than that, we will show that in the first case, it is possible
that ρeit∆γ0e´it∆ is not even a distribution (see (3.32)). We denote by pC
8
0 q
1 the space of
distributions, defined on Rd`1 “ Rt ˆ R
d
x, that is dual to the space C
8
0 “ C
8
0 pR
d`1q of
compactly supported smooth functions.
Proposition 3.4 (Optimality of the inequality (3.17)). Let d ě 2. Then,
sup
}γ0}
H
d´1
4
“1
››|∇x| 12ρeit∆γ0e´it∆››pC8
0
q1
}γ0}
H
d´1
4
“ 8 (3.32)
and
sup
}γ0}
H
d´1
2
“1
››|∇x| 12ρeit∆γ0e´it∆››L2t pR;H d´12 q
}γ0}
H
d´1
2
“ 8. (3.33)
Proof. (3.32): By dualization as in Theorem 3.3, it is enough to show that the integral I
(see (3.22)) is unbounded for V P C80 pR
d`1q. Repeating (3.25), we write
I “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
ż
Rd`1
!ż
Rd´1
dq1
2xpq˚1 , q
1qy
d´1
2 xpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qy
d´1
2
)
|V˜ pτ, ξq|2dξdτ. (3.34)
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However, since the function
1
xpq˚1 , q
1qy
d´1
2 xpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qy
d´1
2
(3.35)
is not integrable over Rd´1, we conclude that I “ 8.
(3.33): By duality again, it suffices to find a bounded sequence tVnpt, xqu
8
n“1 in L
2
t pR;L
2q
such that
In “
››› |ξ| 12 xξy d´12 V˜np´|ξ1|2 ` |ξ ´ ξ1|2, ξq
xξ1ypd´1q{2xξ ´ ξ1ypd´1q{2
›››2
L2
ξ,ξ1
Ñ8. (3.36)
We define Vnpt, xq by
V˜npτ, ξq “ χ1pτ ´ |ξ|
2qχ2pξ ´ ne1q, (3.37)
where χ1pτq “ 1r´1,1spτq and χ2pξq “ 1|ξ|ď1 are characteristic functions, and e1 “ p1, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q
be a unit vector in Rd. Then,
In “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
ż
Rd`1
!ż
Rd´1
xξyd´1dq1
2xpq˚1 , q
1qyd´1xpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qyd´1
)
|V˜npτ, ξq|
2dξdτ, (3.38)
where q˚1 “ ´
τ´|ξ|2
2|ξ| . Let n be sufficiently large. In the above integral, n´ 1 ď |ξ| ď n` 1,
|q˚1 | “ |
τ´|ξ|2
2|ξ| | ď
1
2pn´1q ď
1
2
and n´ 3
2
ď |q˚1 ´ |ξ|| “ |
τ´|ξ|2
2|ξ| ` |ξ|| ď n`
3
2
. Thus, we haveż
Rd´1
xξyd´1dq1
2xpq˚1 , q
1qyd´1xpq˚1 ´ |ξ|, q
1qyd´1
„
ż
Rd´1
nd´1dq1
xq1yd´1pn2 ` |q1|2qpd´1q{2
Á
ż
|q1|ďn
2
nd´1dq1
xq1yd´1nd´1
„ lnn.
(3.39)
Therefore, we conclude that
In Á
ż
Rd`1
plnnq|V˜npτ, ξq|
2dξdτ „ lnnÑ8, (3.40)
since }Vn}L2t pR;L2q „ 1. 
4. Conservation of relative energy for regular solutions
In this section, we establish local well-posedness of the equation (1.18) in H2 (Theorem
4.2), where H2 is the Banach space of trace-class self-adjoint operators equipped with the
norm
}γ}H2 :“ }x∇y
2γx∇y2}S1 . (4.1)
Subsequently, we show that H2-regular solutions obey the conservation law for the relative
energy (Proposition 4.3). The purpose is (as we recall from the outline of proof in Section 2)
that we aim to approximate the solutions obtained in Theorem 2.4 with H2-regular solutions,
to prove the conservation of the relative energy of the former. This will be carried out in
Section 6.
Before we give the statement of our main result regarding local well-posedness in H2, we
prove the following Lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. piq For Q P H2,
}rρQ,Π
´s}S2 À }Q}S2 . (4.2)
piiq For Q1, Q2 P H
2,
}rρQ1 , Q2s}H2 À }ρQ1}H2}Q2}H2 À }Q1}H2}Q2}H2 . (4.3)
Proof. piq By the trivial inequality |rA,Bs| ď 2|AB| and the Leibnitz rule, we write
}rρQ,Π
´s}H2 ď 2}p1´∆qρQΠ
´p1´∆q}S1
ď 2
!
}p´∆ρQqpΠ
´p1´∆qq}S1 ` 2
dÿ
k“1
}pBxkρQqpBxkΠ
´p1´∆qq}S1
` }ρQpp1´∆qΠ
´p1´∆qq}S1
)
.
(4.4)
Then, using the Birman-Solomjak inequality (see Theorem 4.5 in [39])
}fpxqgp´i∇q}S1 À }f}ℓ1L2}g}ℓ1L2 , (4.5)
where }f}ℓ1L2 “
ř
zPZd }f}L2pCzq and tCzuzPZd is the collection of cubes Cz :“ z ` r0, 1q
d,
and using the eigenfunction expansion
x∇y2Qx∇y2 “
8ÿ
j“1
λj |φjyxφ|,
where tφju
8
j“1 is an orthonormal set in L
2, we obtain
}rρQ,Π
´s}H2 À }∆ρQ}ℓ1L2 ` }∇ρQ}ℓ1L2 ` }ρQ}ℓ1L2
À }p1´∆qρQ}ℓ1L2
“
›››p1´∆q 8ÿ
j“1
λj|x∇y
´2φj |
2
›››
ℓ1L2
ď
8ÿ
j“1
|λj |
››p1´∆q`|x∇y´2φj |2˘››ℓ1L2 .
(4.6)
By the Leibnitz rule, the Ho¨lder inequality and Sobolev inequality,››p1´∆q`|x∇y´2φj |2˘››ℓ1L2
ď
››x∇y´2φj››2ℓ2L4 ` 2››∆x∇y´2φj››L2››x∇y´2φj››ℓ2L8 ` 2››∇x∇y´2φj››2ℓ2L4
À }φj}
2
L2 “ 1.
(4.7)
Thus, we conclude that }rρQ,Π
´s}H2 À
ř8
j“1 |λj | “ }Q}H2 .
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piiq Similarly, by the Leibnitz rule, we write››rρQ1Q2››H2 ď }p∆ρQ1qQ2x∇y2}S1 ` 2}p∇ρQ1q ¨∇Q2x∇y2}S1 ` }ρQ1x∇y2Q2x∇y2}S1
ď
!
}p∆ρQ1qx∇y
´2}Op ` 2}p∇ρQ1qx∇y
´1}Op ` }ρQ1}Op
)
}Q2}H2
ď
!
}∆ρQ1}L2}x∇y
´2}L2ÑL8 ` 2}∇ρQ1}Ld` }x∇y
´1}
L
p 2d
d´2
q´
ÑL2
` }ρQ1}L8
)
}Q2}H2
À }p1´∆qρQ1}L2}Q2}H2 (by the Sobolev inequality).
(4.8)
Then, using the canonical form as in piq, we complete the proof. 
The well-posedness result of this section can be formulated as follows:
Theorem 4.2 (Local well-posedness in H2). Let d “ 2, 3. For initial data Q0 P H
2, there
exists a unique solution Q P CtpI;H
2q to the equation (1.18).
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We define
ΦpQq :“ eit∆Q0e
´it∆ ´ i
ż t
0
eipt´sq∆rρQ,Π
´ `Qspsqe´ipt´sq∆ds. (4.9)
By the standard contraction mapping argument, it suffices to show that Φ is contractive on
the ball BR Ă CtpI;H
2q of radius R “ 2}Q0}H2 , where I Q 0 is a short time interval to be
chosen later.
First, by the Minkowski inequality and using the unitarity of the linear propagator, we
write
}ΦpQq}CtpI;H2q ď }Q0}H2 ` }rρQ,Π
´s}L1t pI;H2q ` }rρQ, Qs}L1t pI;H2q,
}ΦpQ1q ´ ΦpQ2q}CtpI;H2q ď }rρpQ1´Q2q,Π
´s}L1t pI;H2q ` }rρpQ1´Q2q, Q1s}L1t pI;H2q
` }rρQ2 , pQ1 ´Q2qs}L1t pI;H2q,
(4.10)
where the identity
rρQ1 , Q1s ´ rρQ2 , Q2s “ rρQ1´Q2 , Q1s ` rρQ2 , Q1 ´Q2s
is used for the difference. Then, applying Lemma 4.1, we get
}ΦpQq}CtpI;H2q ď }Q0}H2 ` c|I|}Q}CtpI;H2q ` c|I|}Q}
2
CtpI;H2q
,
}ΦpQ1q ´ΦpQ2q}CtpI;H2q ď c|I|
!
1` |}Q1}CtpI;H2q ` }Q2}CtpI;H2q
)
}Q1 ´Q2}CtpI;H2q.
(4.11)
Now, choosing an interval I with length I “ mint 1
4c
, 1
8c}Q0}H2
u, we conclude that
}ΦpQq}CtpI;H2q ď 2}Q0}H2 ,
}ΦpQ1q ´ ΦpQ2q}CtpI;H2q ď
3
4
}Q1 ´Q2}CtpI;H2q
(4.12)
for Q,Q1, Q2 P BR. 
Next, we prove the conservation law for the regular solutions.
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Proposition 4.3 (Conservation of the relative energy for regular solutions). Let d “ 2, 3.
If Qptq P CtpI;H
2q solves the equation (1.18) with initial data Q0, then
EpQptqq “ EpQ0q, @t P I. (4.13)
Proof. Differentiating the relative energy, and then inserting the equation (1.18), we get
d
dt
EpQptqq “ Tr
!
p´∆´ 1qBtQ` ρQBtQ
)
ptq
“ p´iqTr
!
p´∆´ 1qr´∆ ` ρQ, Qs ` ρQr´∆` ρQ, Qs
)
ptq.
(4.14)
Indeed, the above calculation make sense, since Qptq P H2. By cyclicity of the trace, we
have Trp´∆´ 1qr´∆, Qs “ 0, TrrρQ, Qs “ 0 and TrρQrρQ, Qs “ 0. Thus, we get
d
dt
EpQptqq “ p´iq
!
Trp´∆qrρQ, Qs ` TrρQr´∆, Qs
)
ptq. (4.15)
Then, by cyclicity again,
Trp´∆qrρQ, Qs ` TrρQr´∆, Qs
“ Trp´∆qρQQ´ Trp´∆qQρQ ` TrρQp´∆qQ´ TrρQQp´∆q
“ Trp´∆qρQQ´ Trp´∆qQρQ ` Trp´∆qQρQ ´ Trp´∆qρQQ “ 0.
(4.16)
Therefore, we conclude that d
dt
EpQptqq “ 0. 
5. Local well-posedness in a space larger than the energy space
In this section, we prove the main local well-posedness results contained in Theorem 2.4.
For the convenience of the reader, we review the norms introduced in Section 2. Let
α ě 1. The initial data space Xα was defined as the Banach space of self-adjoint operators
equipped the norm
}Q}Xα :“ }Q}Op ` }Π
`
2 Q}Hα . (5.1)
Given I Ă R, the solution space YαpIq was defined as the Banach space of time-dependent
self-adjoint operators with the norm
}Q}YαpIq :“ }Q}CtpI;Opq ` }Π
`
2 Q}SαpIq ` }ρQ}L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´ηq
Ş
L8t pI;L
2q
, (5.2)
where #
η ą 0 when d “ 3 and α “ 1,
η “ 0 when d “ 2 and α ě 1, or d “ 3 and α ą 1.
(5.3)
The reason we need η in the norm is that α1 in Theorem 3.3 is strictly less than 1 when
α “ 1 and d “ 3. This is to offset the logarithmic growth of (3.26) and (3.27) in |ξ| which
appears in this case.
Note that when α “ 1, Theorem 2.4 provides local well-posedness in a space larger than
the relative kinetic energy space. Indeed, the initial data space X1 contains the relative
kinetic energy space K, since by the estimates in (A.7),
}Π`2 Q}H1 ď }Π
`
2 QΠ
`
2 }H1 ` }Π
`
2 QΠ
´
2 }H1 ă 8. (5.4)
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The main tools to prove Theorem 2.4 are the Strichartz estimates in Section 3. Note that
the Strichartz estimates in Theorem 3.3 cannot control the L2-norm of (the low frequency
part of) the density function ρeit∆Qe´it∆, while we need it for global well-posedness, since
the potential energy of the relative energy is }ρQ}
2
L2
. Hence, we modify Strichartz estimates
using the Lieb-Thirring inequality in Frank, Lewin, Lieb and Seiringer [21],
Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ ě KLT
ż
Rd
!`
ρΠ´ ` ρQ
˘1` 2
d ´
`
ρΠ´
˘1` 2
d ´ 2`d
d
`
ρΠ´
˘ 2
dρQ
)
dx (5.5)
and the generalized Sobolev inequality in [14]
}ρQ}L2 À }Q}H1 . (5.6)
Proposition 5.1 (Local-in-time Strichartz estimates for density functions). Let d “ 2, 3,
α ě 1 and η be as in (5.3), and let I Q 0 be an interval with |I| ď 1. Then, we have
}ρeit∆Q0e´it∆}L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´ηq
Ş
L8t pI;L
2q
À }Q0}Xα `
!
Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ0
) 1
2
(5.7)
and ›››ρ” ż t
0
eipt´sq∆Rpsqe´ipt´sq∆ds
ı›››
L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´ηq
Ş
L8t pI;L
2q
À }Rptq}L1t pI;Hαq. (5.8)
Proof. We first prove (5.7). We shall estimate the l.h.s. of (5.7) via splitting the operator
Q0 into: high-low Π
`
2 Q0Π
´
2 , low-high Π
´
2 Q0Π
`
2 , high-high Π
`
2 Q0Π
`
2 and low-low Π
´
2 Q0Π
´
2
frequency parts.
In order to consider high-low, low-high and high-high frequency parts of the operator Q0
we first observe that:
Π`2 Q0Π
´
2 ` pΠ
´
2 Q0Π
`
2 `Π
`
2 Q0Π
`
2 q “ Π
`
2 Q0Π
´
2 `Q0Π
`
2 . (5.9)
Now we present the estimate that will be useful when we bound the terms coming from
the r.h.s. of (5.9). More precisely, we have:
}ρeit∆Q0e´it∆}L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´ηq
Ş
L8t pI;L
2q
À }|∇|α`
1
2
´ηρeit∆Q0e´it∆}L2t pI;L2q ` }ρeit∆Q0e´it∆}L
8
t pI;L
2q
À }Q0}Hα ,
(5.10)
where in the last inequality, we used the Strichartz estimate (3.17) for the first term, and
Sobolev inequality (5.6) for the second term.
Then we estimate terms coming from the r.h.s. of (5.9) by using (5.10) as follows:
}ρeit∆pΠ`
2
Q0Π
´
2
`Q0Π
`
2
qe´it∆}L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´ηq
Ş
L8t pI;L
2q
À }Π`2 Q0Π
´
2 `Q0Π
`
2 }Hα
ď }Π`2 Q0Π
´
2 }Hα ` }Q0Π
`
2 }Hα
ď 2}Π`2 Q0}Hα (by symmetry).
(5.11)
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It remains to consider the low-low frequency part Π´2 Q0Π
´
2 . We claim that in general,
the Sobolev norm of the density function of the low-low frequency part is bounded by its
L2 norm. In other words,
}ρΠ´
2
QΠ´
2
}Hα À }ρΠ´
2
QΠ´
2
}L2 . (5.12)
Indeed, by the Plancherel theorem,
}ρ
Π´
2
QΠ´
2
}Hα “
›››xξyα ż
Rd
pΠ´2 QΠ
´
2 q
^pξ ´ ξ1, ξ1qdξ1
›››
L2
ξ
À
››› ż
Rd
pΠ´2 QΠ
´
2 q
^pξ ´ ξ1, ξ1qdξ1
›››
L2
ξ
“ }ρ
Π´
2
QΠ´
2
}L2 ,
(5.13)
where in the first inequality, we used |ξ ´ ξ1|, |ξ1| ď 2 pñ |ξ| ď 4q. Therefore, using (5.12)
(with the fact that e˘it∆ commutes with Π´2 ), the estimate (A.4) (which follows from the
Lieb-Thirring inequality) and unitarity of the linear propagator, we prove
}ρeit∆Π´
2
Q0Π
´
2
e´it∆}L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´ηq
Ş
L8t pI;L
2q
À }ρeit∆Π´
2
Q0Π
´
2
e´it∆}L8t pI;L2q
À sup
tPI
!
Tr0p´∆´ 1qe
it∆Π´2 Q0Π
´
2 e
´it∆
) 1
2
“
!
Tr0p´∆´ 1qΠ
´
2 Q0Π
´
2
) 1
2
ď
!
Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ0
) 1
2
.
(5.14)
This establishes the proof of (5.7).
Now we prove (5.8). By the Minkowski inequality and (5.10), we prove that the left hand
side of (5.8) is bounded byż
I
}ρeit∆pe´is∆Rpsqeis∆qe´it∆}L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´ηq
Ş
L8t pI;L
2q
ds
À
ż
I
}e´is∆Rpsqeis∆}Hαds “ }Rptq}L1t pI;Hαq.
(5.15)

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 5.2. Let α ě 1. For Q,Q1, Q2 P Y
αpIq, we have the following:
piq
}rρQ1 , Q2s}L1t pI;Hαq À |I|
1{8}ρQ1}L2t pI;Hαq}Q2}SαpIq. (5.16)
piiq
}rρQ,Π
´s}L1t pI;Hαq À |I|
1
2 }ρQ}L2t pI;Hαq. (5.17)
Proof. piq First, we consider the term with the low-low frequency part of Q2, that is,
Π´2 Q2Π
´
2 . To do that we recall the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt type Sobolev space
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Hα (see (2.8)) and use Ho¨lder inequality as follows:
}rρQ1 ,Π
´
2 Q2Π
´
2 s}L1t pI;Hαq
ď 2}ρQ1Π
´
2 Q2Π
´
2 }L1t pI;Hαq
“ 2}x∇yαρQ1Π
´
2 Q2Π
´
2 x∇y
α}L1t pI;S2q
ď 2}x∇yαρQ1Π
´
2 }L1t pI;S2q}Q2}CtpI;Opq}Π
´
2 x∇y
α}Op
“ 2}x∇xy
αpρQ1pxqΠ
´
2 px´ x
1qq}L1t pI;L2xL2x1q
}Q2}CtpI;Opq}Π
´
2 x∇y
α}Op.
(5.18)
Hence, by the fractional Leibnitz rule (Theorem A.8 in [28]), we get
}rρQ1 ,Π
´
2 Q2Π
´
2 s}L1t pI;Hαq À |I|
1
2 }ρQ1}L2t pI;Hαq}Π
´
2 pxq}Hα}Q2}CtpI;Opq
À |I|
1
2 }ρQ1}L2t pI;Hαq}Q2}CtpI;Opq,
(5.19)
where Π´2 pxq is the kernel of the operator Π
´
2 .
Next, we consider the remainder with Q˜2 :“ Q2 ´ Π
´
2 Q2Π
´
2 . By the fractional Leibnitz
rule (Theorem A.8 in [28]) and the Sobolev inequality,
}rρQ1 , Q˜s}Hα ď 2}ρQ1Q˜}Hα
“ 2
››x∇xyαx∇x1yα`ρQ1pxqQ˜2px, x1q˘››L2xL2x1
À }ρQ1}Hα}x∇x1y
αQ˜2}L8x L2x1
` }ρQ1}
L
2d
d´2`ǫ
x
}x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αQ˜2}
L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
À }ρQ1}Hα}x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αQ˜2}
L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
,
(5.20)
where ǫ ą 0 is sufficiently small. Then, further splitting Q˜2
Q˜2 “ pΠ
`
2 Q2Π
`
2 `Π
`
2 Q2Π
´
2 q `Π
´
2 Q2Π
`
2 “ Π
`
2 Q2 `Π
´
2 Q2Π
`
2
and dropping Π´2 in the second term,
}x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αQ˜2}
L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
ď }ρQ1}Hα
!
}x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αΠ`2 Q2}
L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
` }x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αΠ´2 Q2Π
`
2 }
L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
)
ď }ρQ1}Hα
!
}x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αΠ`2 Q2}
L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
` }x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αQ2Π
`
2 }
L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
)
“ 2}ρQ1}Hα}x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αΠ`2 Q2}
L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
(by symmetry).
(5.21)
Combining (5.20) and (5.21), we conclude after performing Ho¨lder with respect to t that
}rρQ1 , Q2s}L1t pI;Hαq À |I|
4´d´ǫ
4 }ρQ1}L2t pI;Hαq}x∇xy
αx∇x1y
αΠ`2 Q2}
L
4
d´2`ǫ
t pI;L
2d
2´ǫ
x L
2
x1
q
ď |I|1{8}ρQ1}L2t pI;Hαq}Π
`
2 Q2}SαpIq,
(5.22)
where the last inequality follows thanks to p 4
d´2`ǫ ,
2d
2´ǫq being an admissible pair. Hence
(5.16) is proved.
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piiq Similarly, we prove that
}rρQ,Π
´s}L1t pI;Hαq ď 2}ρQΠ
´}L1t pI;Hαq
“ 2
››x∇xyα`ρQpxqpΠ´x∇yαqpx´ x1q˘››L1t pI;L2xL2x1q
À |I|
1
2 }ρQ}L2t pI;Hαq}Π
´pxq}H2α
À |I|
1
2 }ρQ}L2t pI;Hαq.
(5.23)

Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let α ě 1. Let I Q 0 be a sufficiently short interval p|I| ď 1q whose
length will be chosen later. We define the nonlinear mapping Φ by
ΦpQq “ eit∆Q0e
´it∆ ´ i
ż t
0
eipt´sq∆rρQ,Π
´ `Qspsqe´ipt´sq∆ds. (5.24)
Then, by a standard contraction mapping argument, it suffices to show that Φ is contractive
on a ball in YαpIq.
Applying trivial estimates for ΦpQq in the operator norm and Strichartz estimates (The-
orem 3.1 for Π`2 ΦpQq and Proposition 5.1 for ρΦpQq), we get
}ΦpQq}YαpIq “ }ΦpQq}CtpI;Opq ` }Π
`
2 ΦpQq}SαpIq ` }ρΦpQq}
L8t pI;L
2q
Ş
L2t pI;H
α` 1
2
´η
x q
À
!
}Q0}Op ` }rρQ,Π
´ `Qs}L1t pI;Opq
)
`
!
}Π`2 Q0}Hα ` }Π
`
2 rρQ,Π
´ `Qs}L1t pI;Hαq
)
`
!
A` }rρQ,Π
´ `Qs}L1t pI;Hαq
)
À A` }rρQ,Π
´s}L1t pI;Hαq ` }rρQ, Qs}L1t pI;Hαq,
(5.25)
where
A “ }Q0}Xα ` tTr0p´∆´ 1qQ0u
1
2 . (5.26)
Then, by Lemma 5.2, we obtain
}ΦpQq}YαpIq ď cA` c|I|
1
2 }ρQ}L2t pI;Hαq ` c|I|
1{8}ρQ}L2t pI;Hαq}Q}SαpIq. (5.27)
In the same way, we show that
}ΦpQ1q ´ ΦpQ2q}YαpIq
“
››› ż t
0
eipt´sq∆
!
rρQ1´Q2 ,Π
´ `Q1spsq ` rρQ2 , Q1 ´Q2spsq
)
e´ipt´sq∆ds
›››
SαpIq
ď c|I|
1
2 }ρpQ1´Q2q}L2t pI;Hαq ` c|I|
1{8}ρpQ1´Q2q}L2t pI;Hαq}Q1}SαpIq
` c|I|1{8}ρQ2}L2t pI;Hαq}Q1 ´Q2}SαpIq.
(5.28)
Now, let BR be the ball of radius R in Y
αpIq, where R “ 2cA and |I| “ mint 1
p4cq2
, 1
p8c2Aq8
u.
The norms in the bounds of (5.27) and (5.28) are bounded by their Yα-norms (see (5.2)).
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Therefore, it follows that
}ΦpQq}YαpIq ď R,
}ΦpQ1q ´ ΦpQ2q}YαpIq ď
3
4
}Q1 ´Q2}YαpIq
(5.29)
if Q,Q1, Q2 P BR. Therefore, we conclude that Φ is a contraction on BR. 
6. Conservation of the relative energy in the kinetic energy space
In this section we establish the conservation of the relative energy for solutions evolved
initially from the relative kinetic energy space, by proving Theorem 2.5.
We prove Theorem 2.5 by approximating Qptq P Y1pIq by a sequence of regular solutions
using the following approximation lemma.
Lemma 6.1 (Approximation lemma). Let d “ 2, 3. For Q0 P K, there exists a sequence
tQpnqu8n“1 of finite-rank smooth operators such that ´Π
´ ď Qpnq ď Π`,
lim
nÑ8
}Qpnq ´Q}Op “ 0,
lim
nÑ8
››|∆` 1| 12 pQpnq ´Qq˘˘|∆` 1| 12 ››
S1
“ 0,
lim
nÑ8
}ρQpnq ´ ρQ}L2 “ 0,
(6.1)
where Q˘˘ “ Π˘1 QΠ
˘
1 .
Proof. It suffices to construct a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators with the desired
properties. Let
Pn “ 1p 1
n
ď|∆`1|ďnq (6.2)
be the frequency cut-off away from the Fermi sphere tξ P Rd : |ξ| “ 1u, and define
Qpnq :“ PnQPn. (6.3)
It is shown in [21, Lemma 3.2] and [33, Lemma 5] that
}Qpnq ´Q}Op Ñ 0
}|∆` 1|
1
2 pQpnq ´Qq|∆` 1|
1
2 }S1 Ñ 0
ρΠ´
2
pQpnq´QqΠ´
2
Ñ 0 in L2.
(6.4)
As a consequence, by the Sobolev inequality (5.6),
}ρΠ`
2
pQpnq´QqΠ`
2
}L2 À }Π
`
2 pQ
pnq ´QqΠ`2 }H1
À }|∆` 1|
1
2 pQpnq ´Qq``|∆` 1|
1
2 }S1 Ñ 0.
(6.5)
Note that
Π`2 pQ´Q
pnqqΠ´2 “ 1p|∆`1|ěnqQΠ
´
2 `Π
`
2 PnQ1p|∆`1|ď 1
n
q. (6.6)
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Hence, by the Sobolev inequality (5.6) again,
}ρΠ`
2
pQpnq´QqΠ´
2
}L2 À }1p|∆`1|ěnqQΠ
´
2 }H1 ` }Π
`
2 PnQ1p|∆`1|ď 1
n
q}H1
À }|∆` 1|
1
21p|∆`1|ěnqQ}S2 ` }|∆` 1|
1
2Q1p|∆`1|ď 1
n
q}S2 Ñ 0,
(6.7)
since |∆` 1|
1
2Q P S2 if Q P K. Similarly, we show that ρΠ´
2
pQpnq´QqΠ`
2
Ñ 0 in L2. 
In order to approximate a solution Qptq P Y1pIq suitably by a sequence of regular solu-
tions tQpnqptqu8n“1, we need to justify that the interval I
pnq of existence for Qpnqptq in H2
does not shrink to t0u as nÑ8. The following lemma asserts that the interval of existence
in a regular space can be extended to the interval of existence in the relative kinetic energy
space.
Lemma 6.2 (Existence time). Suppose that Q0 P H
2 X K. Let Qptq be the solution to the
equation (1.18) with initial data Q0 satisfying }Qptq}Y1pIq ă 8, where I is the interval of
existence given by Theorem 2.4. Then, Qptq P CtpI;H
2q.
Proof. Step 1. We claim that it suffices to show that
}ρQ}L2t pI;H2q ă 8. (6.8)
Indeed, by the local well-posedness theorem in the regular space H2 (Theorem 4.2), there
exists a short interval I 1 Ă I such that Qptq exists in CtpI
1;H2q. Let t P I 1. Then, applying
Lemma 4.1 piq and the first inequality in Lemma 4.1 piiq to the Duhamel formula
Qptq “ eit∆Q0e
´it∆ ´ i
ż t
0
eipt´sq∆rρQ,Π
´ `Qspsqe´ipt´sq∆ds, (6.9)
we get
}Qptq}H2 ď }Q0}H2 ` c
ż t
0
!
1` }ρQpsq}H2
)
}Qpsq}H2ds. (6.10)
Hence, by the Gronwall inequality, we obtain
}Qptq}H2 ď }Q0}H2 exp
!
c
ż t
0
p1` }ρQpsq}H2qds
)
ď }Q0}H2 exp
!
c|I| ` c|I|
1
2 }ρQ}L2t pI;H2q
)
(by |I 1| ď |I|)
ă 8 (by (6.8)).
(6.11)
Thanks to this a priori bound, we can extend the interval I 1 of existence to I, since Qptq
does not blow up in H2 on the interval I. Therefore, we conclude that Qptq P CtpI;H
2q.
Step 2. In order to prove (6.8), we choose intervals I and I 1 as follows. Let I be the
interval of existence in the proof of Theorem 2.4 with α “ 1. Then
}Q}Y1pIq ď 2cA,
|I| “ mint
1
p4cq2
,
1
p8c2Aq8
uq,
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with
A “ }Q0}X1 ` tTrp´∆´ 1qQ0u
1
2 .
Let I 1 Ă I be a shorter interval such that the solution Qptq exists in Y
3
2
´ηpI 1q with small
η ą 0. We claim that there exists C1 ą 0, depending on I, and not on I
1, such that
}ρQ}L2t pI 1;H2´ηq ď }Q}Y
3
2
´ηpI 1q
ď C1 ă 8. (6.12)
Indeed, applying Strichartz estimates to the Duhamel formula which leads (5.27) with
α “ 3
2
´ η, we get
}Q}
Y
3
2
´ηpI 1q
ď cA1 ` c|I 1|
1
2 }ρQ}
L2t pI
1;H
3
2
´ηq
` c|I 1|
1
8 }ρQ}
L2t pI
1;H
3
2
´ηq
}Q}
S
3
2
´ηpI 1q
, (6.13)
where
A1 “ }Q0}
X
3
2
´η ` tTrp´∆´ 1qQ0u
1
2 .
Hence, it follows from the choice of I 1pĂ Iq and the definition of the Yα-norm (see (5.2))
that
}Q}
Y
3
2
´ηpI 1q
ď cA1 ` c|I|
1
2 }ρQ}
L2t pI;H
3
2
´ηq
` c|I|
1
8 }ρQ}
L2t pI;H
3
2
´ηq
}Q}
S
3
2
´ηpI 1q
ď cA1 ` c|I|
1
2 }Q}Y1pIq ` c|I|
1
8 }Q}Y1pIq}Q}
Y
3
2
´ηpI 1q
ď cA1 `
cA
2
`
1
4
}Q}
Y
3
2
´ηpI 1q
.
(6.14)
Hence, }Q}
Y
3
2
´ηpI 1q
ď 2cA1 “ C1.
Next, we improve (6.12) to }Q}
Y
3
2
`
pI 1q
ă 8. Let I2 Ă I 1 be a sufficiently short interval
such that the solution Qptq exists in Y
3
2
`
pI2q. For t P I2, applying trivial estimates to the
Duhamel formula for Q,
}Π`2 Qptq}
H
3
2
` ď }Q0}
H
3
2
` ` 2
ż t
0
}ρQpsqΠ
´}
H
3
2
` ` }ρQQpsq}
H
3
2
`ds. (6.15)
Using fractional Leibnitz rule (Theorem A.8 in [28]) as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, one can
show that
}ρQpsqΠ
´}
H
3
2
` “ }x∇x1y
3
2
`
pρQpxqpx∇y
3
2
`
Π´qpx´ x1qq}L2xL2x1
À }ρQ}
H
3
2
` . (6.16)
Similarly,
}ρQQ}
H
3
2
` ď }ρQΠ
´
2 QΠ
´
2 }
H
3
2
` ` }ρQpQ´Π
´
2 QΠ
´
2 q}
H
3
2
`
“ }x∇y
3
2
`
ρQΠ
´
2 QΠ
´
2 x∇y
3
2
`
}S2
` }x∇xy
3
2
`
pρQpxqx∇x1y
3
2
`
pQ´Π´2 QΠ
´
2 qpx, x
1qq}L2xL2x1
À }x∇y
3
2
`
ρQΠ
´
2 }S2}Q}Op}Π
´
2 x∇y
3
2
`
}Op
` }ρQ}
H
3
2
` }x∇x1y
3
2
`
pQ´Π´2 QΠ
´
2 qpx, x
1q}L8x L2x1
` }ρQ}L8}x∇xy
3
2
`
x∇x1y
3
2
`
pQ´Π´2 QΠ
´
2 qpx, x
1q}L2xL2x1
.
(6.17)
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Then, by (6.16) for x∇y
3
2
`
ρQΠ
´
2 and the Sobolev inequality for Q ´ Π
´
2 QΠ
´
2 “ Π
`
2 Q `
Π´2 QΠ
`
2 ,
}ρQQ}
H
3
2
` À }ρQ}
H
3
2
` ` }ρQ}
H
3
2
` }Q´Π´2 QΠ
´
2 }
H
3
2
`
ď }ρQ}
H
3
2
`
!
1` }Π`2 Q}
H
3
2
` ` }Π´2 QΠ
`
2 }
H
3
2
`
)
ď }ρQ}
H
3
2
`
!
1` 2}Π`2 Q}
H
3
2
`
)
(by symmetry).
(6.18)
Thus, it follows that
}Π`2 Qptq}
H
3
2
` ď }Q0}
H
3
2
` ` c
ż t
0
}ρQpsq}
H
3
2
`
!
1` 2}Π`2 Qpsq}
H
3
2
`
)
ds. (6.19)
Therefore, by Gronwall’s inequality, we conclude that
}Π`2 Qptq}
H
3
2
` ď p1` }Q0}
H
3
2
` q exp
! ż t
0
c}ρQpsq}
H
3
2
`ds
)
ď p1` }Q0}
H
3
2
` q exp
!
c|I|1{2}ρQ}
L2t pI;H
3
2
`
q
)
(by I2 Ă I)
ď p1` }Q0}
H
3
2
` q exp
!
c|I|1{2C1
)
“: C2 ă 8 (by (6.12))
(6.20)
Finally, applying Strichartz estimates (Theorem 3.1) to the Duhamel formula as in the proof
of Theorem 2.4 and then using (6.16) and (6.18), we get
}Q}
Y
3
2
`
pI2q
À A2 `
ż t
0
}ρQpsqΠ
´}
H
3
2
` ` }ρQQpsq}
H
3
2
`ds
À A2 `
ż t
0
}ρQpsq}
H
3
2
`
!
1` 2}Π`2 Qpsq}
H
3
2
`
)
ds
ď A2 ` |I|1{2}ρQ}
L2t pI;H
3
2
`
q
p1` C2q (by (6.20))
ď A2 ` |I|1{2C1p1` C2q “: C3 (by (6.12)),
(6.21)
where
A2 “ }Q0}
X
3
2
` ` tTrp´∆´ 1qQ0u
1
2 .
Moreover, by the definition of the norm, }ρQ}L2t pI2;H2q ď C3. Note that this bound is
independent of I2 Ă I, and that Qptq P K for all t P I2 by the conservation of relative
energy (see Step 1 with (6.21)). Thus, by Theorem 2.4, we can extend the interval I2 to I
with the desired bound }ρQ}L2t pI;H2q ď C3. 
Now we are ready to prove the relative energy conservation law.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let Qptq P YpIq be the solution to the equation (1.18) with initial
data Q0 P K, where I “ r´T1, T2s. Let Q
pnqptq be the solutions with initial data Q
pnq
0 ,
where tQ
pnq
0 u
8
n“1 is a sequence of initial data approximating Q0, obtained from Lemma 6.1.
For arbitrary ǫ ą 0, we assume that n is sufficiently large so that Qpnqptq P CpIǫ;H2q with
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Iǫ “ r´T1 ` ǫ, T2 ´ ǫs. Then, it follows from continuity of the data-to-solution map from
X1 to Y1pIǫq that
lim
nÑ8
}Qpnqptq ´Qptq}Y1pIǫq “ 0. (6.22)
In particular, we have
lim
nÑ8
}ρQpnqptq ´ ρQptq}L8pIǫ;L2q “ 0. (6.23)
Moreover, for any t P Iǫ, by weak semi-continuity of Trp´∆´ 1qQ, we have
Trp´∆´ 1qQptq ď lim inf
nÑ8
Trp´∆´ 1qQpnqptq. (6.24)
Hence, it follows that
EpQptqq “ Trp´∆´ 1qQptq `
1
2
ż
Rd
`
ρQptq
˘2
dx
ď lim inf
nÑ8
!
Trp´∆´ 1qQpnqptq `
1
2
ż
Rd
`
ρQpnqptq
˘2
dx
)
.
(6.25)
Then, using the conservation law for regular solutions and Lemma 6.1, we prove that
EpQptqq ď lim inf
nÑ8
!
Trp´∆´ 1qQ
pnq
0 `
1
2
ż
Rd
`
ρ
Q
pnq
0
˘2
dx
)
“
!
Trp´∆´ 1qQ0 `
1
2
ż
Rd
`
ρQ0
˘2
dx
)
“ EpQ0q.
(6.26)
Repeating the above backward in time, we prove that EpQ0q ď EpQptqq. Thus, we conclude
that EpQ0q “ EpQptqq. 
7. Proof of the main theorem (Theorem 2.3)
We present the proof for positive time only. By the conservation of the relative energy,
Qptq P K for all t P r0, T`q, where T` is the maximal existence time (in the positive
direction) for Q given in the Theorem 2.4 . Suppose that T` ă 8. Then, we evolve Qptq
from the time T` ´ ǫ with sufficiently small ǫ ą 0. However, since the size of the interval
of existence has a lower bound depending only on
Tr0p´∆´ 1qQpT
´ ´ ǫq ď EpQpT´ ´ ǫqq “ EpQ0q,
we can deduce a contradiction.
Appendix A. Relative energy
Lemma A.1. Let d “ 2, 3. Suppose that Q P K.
piq The relative kinetic energy Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ is positive. Moreover,
Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ “
ÿ
˘
››|∆` 1| 12Q˘˘|∆ ` 1| 12 ››
S1
. (A.1)
piiq The density function ρQ satisfies
}ρQ}L2 À Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ`
!
Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ
) 1
2
. (A.2)
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Therefore, the relative energy EpQq is finite.
Proof. piq: (A.1) follows from the definition of the relative kinetic energy (see (2.3)), since
Q`` “ Π`pγ ´Π´qΠ` “ Π`γΠ` ě 0 and Q´´ “ Π´pγ ´Π´qΠ´ “ Π´pγ ´ 1qΠ´ ď 0.
piiq: Applying the Lieb-Thirring inequality in Frank, Lewin, Lieb and Seiringer (5.5) to
Π´2 QΠ
´
2 “ Π
´
2 γΠ
´
2 ´Π
´ and using the Taylor series expansion for p1` xq1`
2
d ´ 1´ 2`d
d
x,
we get
Tr0p´∆´ 1qΠ
´
2 QΠ
´
2 Á
ż
Rd
min
!`
ρ
Π´
2
QΠ´
2
˘2
,
`
ρ
Π´
2
QΠ´
2
˘1` 2
d
)
dx. (A.3)
However, since ´Π´ ď Π´2 QΠ
´
2 “ Π
´
2 γΠ
´
2 ´ Π
´ ď Π´2 , we have |ρΠ´
2
QΠ´
2
pxq| À 1. Hence,
it follows from Lemma A.1 piq that
}ρΠ´
2
QΠ´
2
}2L2 À Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ. (A.4)
On the other hand, by the generalized Sobolev inequality (5.6), we get
}ρpQ´Π´
2
QΠ´
2
q}L2 À }Q´Π
´
2 QΠ
´
2 }H1 ď }Π
`
2 QΠ
`
2 }H1 ` 2}Π
`
2 QΠ
´
2 }H1 . (A.5)
It is obvious that by Lemma A.1 piq,
}Π`2 QΠ
`
2 }H1 À }|∆` 1|
1
2Q``|∆ ` 1|
1
2 }S2 ď Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ. (A.6)
Moreover,
}Π`2 QΠ
´
2 }
2
H1
À }|∆` 1|
1
2Q}2S2 “ Tr|∆` 1|
1
2Q2|∆` 1|
1
2 ď Tr0p´∆´ 1qQ, (A.7)
because
Q`` ´Q´´ ´Q2 “ Π`1 pγ ´Π
´
1 qΠ
`
1 ´Π
´
1 pγ ´Π
´
1 qΠ
´
1 ´ pγ ´Π
´
1 q
2
“ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ γp1´ γq ě 0.
(A.8)
Collecting all, we complete the proof. 
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